
Solar System Project 
 

 Produce a model of our solar system TASK:

 

 

Your model should include the following 

 All 9 planets 

 Information about each planet and the sun 

 The planets and sun should be in order and the right size compared to each other 

 The main moons 

 Information on orbits 

 Information on how gravity affects orbits 

 Information on the milky way galaxy and facts about space 

 

This project should take you 6 homework’s (6 hours) to complete 

 

How should you plan out this homework? 

1. Draw a diagram of our solar system and find the information for the labels.   

2. Start to make the model of our solar system using materials you can find at home (click on this 

link to see examples of plant cell models) 

3. Finish off making your model 

4. Produce information cards that can be stuck onto your model  

5. Produce a summary paragraph explaining where the solar system is found and some information 

on space 

6. Research any additional information on plant cells and include this on you model 

 

Bring your model into school 



Level Ladder 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To get 

level 

Key words: 
Solar system. Earth, Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, dwarf planet, Saturn, Mars, 

Venus, Mercury, Sun, Star, Galaxy, space, Gravity, orbit, Milkyway, moon, star   

 

3  Made a simple model of the solar system 

 Label some planets in the solar system  

 Stated some simple facts about some planets. E.g. size, name, distance from 

the sun 

4  Made a model of the solar system and label all the planets  

 Describe what each of the planets is like 

 Have the planets in the correct order (from distance from the sun) 

5  Made an accurate model of the solar system and have labelled all parts 

correctly. 

 Have information cards for each object in the solar system 

 Described the orbit of some of the planets and moons 

 Describe why the planets orbit the sun  

 Explained what a galaxy is 

6  Made a scaled model of the solar system 

 Explained in detail the features of each object and why some of the features 

change depending on where the object is in the solar system (temperature, 

length of year etc.) 

 Describe some facts about space and forces 

 Explain why we get night and day 

7  Same as level 6 and… 

 Explain the movement of the earth on its axis 

 Explain why we experience seasons  


